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The success of these transformations generally relies on the 
ability of Cu(Ⅱ) complexes to trap carbon radicals at near 
diffusion-controlled rates，and then undergo facile reductive
elimination from the resulting high-valent Cu(Ⅲ) species

𝐸 2V for unactivated alkyl halide

Alkyl radicals can be accessed from the corresponding
halides by exploiting the ability of α-aminoalkyl radicals 
to trigger halogen-atom-transfer (XAT) reactions.





α-aminoalkyl radicals are electron-rich species

by outperforming the amine in the reaction with D











X via 𝛽-cleavage 



Base is needed



Direct HAT

𝑅 N is cycled





[Co(III)]−alkyl species (F) have weak 𝑠𝑝 C−Co bonds (BDE < 30 kcal/mol)that, upon blue light
irradiation, readily homolyze to a [Co(II)]/alkyl radical cage



Amidyl radical is electrophile





upon SET reduction and fragmentation of precursor A, the 
iminyl radical B should undergo a fast 𝛽-fission generating the 
𝛿-CN radical C(nucleophilic)

Owing to its electrophilic nature, a final SET oxidation will be 
highly endergonic, thus thwarting the development of a redox-
neutral process





This divergent strategy features the oxidative generation of 
iminyl radicals and subsequent cyclization/radical trapping



Y radical is electrophile







This is particularly evident when alkyl and acyl substituents are 
present at the N atom, as they increase the electrophilic 
character of the NCR.  Furthermore, as radical 5-exo-dig 
cyclizations are slower than 5-exo-trig cyclizations, this could 
result in significant quantity of unproductive H-atom abstraction.













protonated electron-poor O-aryl hydroxylamines give aminium radicals in the presence 
of Ru bpy 𝐶𝑙 . These highly electrophilic species undergo polarized radical addition to 
aromatic compounds in high yield and selectivity.

by the intrinsic nucleophilic nature of aminyls, which causes 
repulsive interactions between their lone pair and the aromatic ring







a strategy for the generation of nitrogen-radicals by ground-state 
single electron transfer with organyl–Ni(I)species



𝐶𝑠 𝐶𝑂 was critical, likely by easing the transmetalation of the 
boronic acid at the Ni(I)center











Extension of this methodology to non-cyclic amino acids is
a current limitation of the protocol and despite extensive re-
optimization of the process we did not manage to achieve the
decarboxylative azidation of, for example, protected phenyl-
alanine



The process is based on the oxidative generation of electrophilic amidyl 
radicals and their subsequent transposition by 1,5-H-atom transfer, resulting 
in remote fluorination, chlorination and, for the first time, thioetherification, 
cyanation, and alkynylation. 









𝐻𝐶𝑙𝑂 as the optimum acid and 𝐶𝐻 CN or HFIP as the solvent 
of choice depending on the electron density of the arene partner, 
𝐶𝐻 CN for highly electron-rich aromatics and HFIP for weakly 
electron-rich ones. 





Owing to the enhanced acidity of the 𝛽-methylene
unit in the enaminium radical B , a deprotonation can take place,
leading to the nucleophilic 5πe – 𝛽-enamine radical C 
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